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Genetec – Solutions for Traffic &Transit
Also co-selling with Genetec: Solutions for Traffic; Solutions for Justice and Public Safety; Solutions
for Retail

Keep everyone safe and on
schedule
Genetec enables transit authorities to
efficiently unify and manage their
current and future security and safety
systems from a single, highly scalable,
IP-based platform, which supports
video surveillance, collaborative
decision-making, digital evidence
management, and automatic license
plate recognition.

Link to solution in OCP: Genetec for Transit

BUILT ON AZURE
IoT Hub: Genetec Security Center has “hooks” into the
cloud, including the following technologies:
• Azure Traffic Manager: Automatically load balances
incoming traffic across datacenters
• Azure Virtual Machines and Azure Loading
Balancing: Increases flexibility by moving existing
workloads from on-premise to the cloud
• Azure Media Services: Normalizes video from multiple
sources, enabling footage to be viewed from a browser
• Azure Media Analytics: Speeds up locating video
• Azure Data Lake Analytics: Analyzes video footage,
using technologies like facial and speech recognition
• Azure Active Directory: Simplifies sharing documents,
resources, and applications
• Azure Cloud: Stratocast solution leverages Azure
platform with built-in fault tolerance and redundancy

TARGET BUYERS: Transit authorities, transit

law enforcement agencies, and government entities,
which oversee transit systems, including
buses, and trains (commuter, passenger).

ABOUT GENETEC

C-Sell Ready Since
MAY, 2018

RECENT CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:

CDS POC:
Michelle Kositch (Americas Co-Sell Lead )

Genetec is a pioneer and leading provider of IP-based, networked, open architecture physical security and public safety solutions. The strength of their
end-to-end security systems are their flexibility and scalability, along with the ability to integrate existing surveillance equipment, and supplement
systems as needs and technologies evolve.

L Squared Hub – Corporate Digital Signage Management

Co-Sell Ready Since
MARCH, 2017

Link to solution in OCP: L Squared Hub

Inform, involve, and
empower employees
Hosted on Microsoft Azure and
utilizing Windows 10 IoT, L Squared
Hub improves corporate culture and
reduces information overload by
securely streaming the “right
communications,” to the “right
people,” at the “right time” by
simplifying the creation, update and
broadcast of relevant, engaging,
and dynamic content on TVs across
businesses and organizations.

ABOUT L SQUARED

BUILT ON AZURE
L Squared re-engineered the L Squared Hub to utilize
Microsoft technologies. Previously, L Squared used the
Google Cloud. Azure provides critical system security and
secure content distribution, automatic recovery from
critical faults, automatic updates, end-to-end encryption,
and remote monitoring. Also leverages:
• Microsoft Power BI Desktop
• Microsoft Office
• Microsoft SharePoint

TARGET BUYERS: Key buyers are VPs and managers

RECENT CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:

in corporate communications, internal communications,
corporate culture, human resources, marketing, and
health & safety.

KEY INFLUENCERS: CIOs, CTOs, and CEOs.

These individuals have a need to share business
intelligence metrics and dashboards

CDS POC:
Michelle Kositch (Americas IoT Co-Sell Lead)

Founded in 2007, L Squared is a leading, worldwide provider of end-to-end digital corporate communications products and services, which offer
businesses and organizations of all sizes quick, effortless, and flexible ways to engage employees, visitors, customers, and other audiences. The L
Squared Hub uses the Microsoft Azure Cloud to effortlessly, and securely distribute content to IoT media devices located across customers’ businesses.

Honeywell – Outcome Based Service & Vector Occupant App
Also co-selling with Honeywell Vector Occupant App and Honeywell SpaceSense

A smarter way to run your building
Building owners and facility managers
are focused on outcomes like energy
cost reduction and a minimum number
of user complaints. But they also want
bottom line benefits fast. They are
requesting solutions that can help them
rapidly respond to incidents, enable
compliance with local standards, and
improve their key performance
indicators (KPI). Honeywell Outcome
Based Service uses the growing
connectivity in today’s facilities to deliver
greater return on investments and
enhance the experience for those who
visit and work inside these facilities.
ABOUT HONEYWELL

BUILT ON AZURE
Key Azure technologies used by Honeywell Outcome
Based Service include:
IoT Gateway with cloud connector: A piece of software
which collects the data from building automation
systems and sends it up to the cloud
Azure IoT Hub: helps managing connectivity to
thousands of sites and ingesting huge amount of data
from these sites.
Azure data stores including SQL Azure: Helps in
storing the customers’ data in a secure way in a multitenant environment.
Analytics with HD Insights: Customers data is being
analyzed for anomalies in these analytics servers
Azure App services: Our web apps and APIs are written
as app services which provide highly reliable and autoscalable deployments
TARGET BUYERS: Premium Commercial Real Estates,
Hospitals, Airports, Hospitality

SMART
BUILDING

Co-Sell Ready Since
JUNE 2019

Link to solution in OCP: Honeywell – Outcome Based
Service

CDS POC:
Michelle Kositch (Americas IoT Co-Sell Lead)

IoT in Action Canada Case Study:

Honeywell is a Fortune 100 technology company that delivers industry specific solutions that include aerospace products and services; control
technologies for buildings and industry; and performance materials globally. Its technologies help everything from aircraft, buildings, manufacturing
plants, supply chains, and workers become more connected to make our world smarter, safer, and more sustainable.

Mariner – Spyglass Connected Factory
Also co-selling with Mariner: Spyglass Vision Analytics

Improve product quality with AIdriven real-time insights
Spyglass Connected Factory Visual Inspection
enables manufacturers to improve product quality
while significantly reducing the costs associated with
manufacturing flaws. Harnessing the power of image
recognition, industrial internet of things (IIoT), and
artificial intelligence (AI), the solution quickly and
accurately detects product defects at every stage of

the manufacturing process and offers robust
analytics tools that help determine the root cause of
product flaws. Spyglass AI Vision Defect Detection
works with images from any device and takes a lean
approach to implementing IIoT, vision, and AI
technologies, speeding time-to-value without the
risk of a large, upfront investment in software or IT
infrastructure.
ABOUT MARINER SPYGLASS

BUILT ON AZURE
Microsoft Deep Learning Virtual Machine - Computer
Vision API/AI Defect Detection neural network extracts rich
information from images to identify defects.
Azure IoT Edge ingests images from industrial cameras on
the production line and runs cloud artificial intelligence
algorithms locally.
Azure IoT Hub receives images, meta data from images, and
results from the defect detection analysis on the Edge.
Azure Stream Analytics enables users to create dashboards
that offer deep insights into the types and causes of defects
that are occurring across a massive number of variables.
Azure Data Lake Storage/Blob Storage stores the data.
Because heterogeneous data from multiple streams can be
stored, additional data types can be added to image-based
analysis.
Azure SQL DB is used to store the business rules that define
what a good or bad product is and what alerts should be
generated in the analytics.
Azure Functions/Service Bus generates rules that trigger
alerts so you can capture the most meaningful data for
business users.
Power BI provides interactive dashboards that make data
easy to access and understand.
Power Apps creates additional applications for
manufacturers to act on the data and insights.

MANUFACTURING

Co-Sell Ready Since
APRIL, 2019

Link to Solution in OCP: Spyglass Connected Factory

CDS POC:
Michelle Kositch (Americas Co-Sell Lead)

TARGET BUYERS: Automotive, Textile, Process
Manufacturing

Spyglass Connected Solutions is an ISV that was launched in 2018 by the leadership team at Mariner – a 20-year Microsoft Gold Data Analytics
Partner. Spyglass is rooted in data and the power of data to help manufacturers gain more insights and make better decisions. Spyglass
solutions are unique because they were created specifically to solve the two biggest barriers to AI and IoT adoption for manufacturers:
excessive cost and access to infrastructure. Spyglass is a lean approach to AI and IoT – starting small, thinking big, and going fast.

